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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This report is prepared as part of a series of annual beach monitoring reports following the
East End Restoration Project completed in July 2006 (CSE 2005; 2007). The Town of
Kiawah Island is sponsoring annual surveys, as required under P/N 2005-1W-310P, and
additional monitoring of the sandy shoreline for purposes of determining the rates of sand
movement, accretion, and erosion adjacent to the project area. This is the third report of
the series, and it follows a dozen shoreline erosion reports prepared by CSE for Kiawah
Island since the 1980s (eg – Kana et al 1983; CSE 1999). Post-project surveys have been
conducted in September 2006 (final project report), August 2007 (monitoring report #1),
October 2008 (monitoring report #2) and August 2009 (present report).
The primary purpose of this report is to document the performance of the 2006 restoration
project. The project was unique in that:
1) It was designed to stop erosion associated with a shoal-bypass event and
restore the beach along the Ocean Course.
2) It involved manipulation of an incipient beach ridge such that washovers were
maintained for the benefit of migratory birds.
3) It involved construction of a new channel and closure of an existing channel
along with its associated impacts on an incipient lagoon.
4) It was a small project relative to the natural changes associated with the shoalbypass event.
The goals of the project which are addressed in this report were:
•

Reduction of the shoreline salient created by the attaching shoal of the
shoal-bypass event.

•

Safeguarding incipient washover habitat and lagoon habitat so that natural
processes would continue.

•

Restoration of downcoast sand transport.

The secondary purpose of this report is to describe the current health of other sections of
Kiawah Island as compared to past conditions. This involves documenting sand volume
changes along the entire island (OCRM 2615 – CSE 252+00) to identify areas where the
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beach and dunes may be eroding or accreting. Annual monitoring provides a quantitative
account of sand volume changes, which can then be used to infer sediment transport rates
along the shoreline and predict future areas of concern before critical situations arise.
The scope of work for the annual monitoring efforts includes:
•

Controlled aerial photography for habitat mapping.

•

Ground surveys of the outer beach, lagoon, and inshore zone.

•

Beach surveys downcoast of the project area.

•

Sediment compaction monitoring along the nourished area (up to 3 years
after nourishment).

•

Delineation of principal habitats by a combination of topographic/bathymetric
surveys and aerial photography analysis.

The next section presents a brief description of Kiawah Island and historical shoreline
changes. A summary of the methods used during surveying and data analyses follows in
Section 3. Section 4 includes the results of the survey, habitat mapping, and compaction
tests. Section 5 presents a discussion of CSE’s present findings and recommendations.
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2.0

SETTING AND HISTORY

Kiawah Island continues to be one of the healthiest barrier islands in South Carolina.
Addition of sand generated from Stono Inlet has led to stable dunes spanning the beachfront and only minor localized erosion in specific hotspots as sand migrates downcoast from
Stono Inlet. The addition of sand through the process of inlet bypassing and the foresight
of the island’s developers to properly study the processes controlling the morphology of the
island (Hayes et al 1975, Hayes 1977) have led to Kiawah Island being an excellent example of beachfront development and a premier community along the South Carolina coast
(Fig 1).

FIGURE 1. Kiawah Island's oceanfront at low tide on 31 May 2008. View is
toward the southwest from the vicinity of the Ocean Course.
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2.1

Geologic History of Kiawah Island

Kiawah Island has been studied in detail since 1974, when Professor Miles O. Hayes and
colleagues at the University of South Carolina initiated field measurements and review of
the geologic history of the island. Using Kiawah Island as a model, Hayes coined the term
“drumstick” barrier island, which today commonly describes barrier islands of the southeast
coast (Hayes 1977, 1994; Hayes & Michel 2008). The oldest part of the island, adjacent to
the Kiawah River, was found to be about 4,000 years old. The island’s eastern end has
prograded several thousand feet seaward since the mid 1800s, leading to the creation of
parallel dune ridges, each of which represents the shoreline at the time it was created.
The island is roughly 10 miles long, bounded by Stono Inlet to the east and Captain Sams
Inlet to the west (Fig 2, upper). The eastern end episodically gains sand by way of shoalbypassing events (Williams and Kana 1986, Gaudiano 1998a), and the sand eventually
spreads to downcoast parts of the island until reaching Captain Sams Inlet, where it
accumulates and forms Kiawah spit. These shoal-bypassing cycles are responsible for the
continued growth of Kiawah Island, but can also cause temporary erosion, which will be discussed later. The geologic history of Kiawah and the processes controlling sand movement along the island are discussed in more detail in CSE (1999).
2.2

Previous Shoreline Studies

The first shoreline assessment of Kiawah Island was performed by Hayes and his students
in the early 1970s (Hayes et al 1975). Hayes identified five zones along the beach, based
on the geomorphology of the island, and recommended two middle zones (West Beach and
Turtle Point) as being suitable for development landward of the second dune ridge (Fig 2,
lower). The early development of the island was based on the findings of these studies,
and it became one of the first localities in the state to implement rigorous setback lines.
From 1981 to 1987, regular monitoring efforts were conducted by Research Planning Institute Inc (RPI) and CSE (cf – Sexton et al 1981, Williams and Kana 1987). In July 1988, the
Beach Management Act (BMA) of South Carolina was enacted, and by 1989, management
of the State’s beach monitoring programs was taken over by the State and CSE’s
involvement ended. CSE was again contracted by the Town of Kiawah Island in 1995 and
conducted surveys through 1999.
From 1981 through 1999, Kiawah Island either gained sand or remained stable. Specific
areas showed sporadic erosion; however, generally the magnitude of sand loss was small.
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The West Beach area (encompassing Windswept Villas, Mariners Watch Villas, Eugenia
Avenue, West Beach Village, and Kiawah Inn) remained stable, losing only 0.21 cubic
yards per foot per year (cy/ft/yr) from 1983 until 1999 (with episodic accretion and erosion
events present). All other reaches showed gains in sand between 1983 and 1999. Details
of volume changes from 1983 to 1999 are given in CSE (1999).

FIGURE 2. [UPPER] Orthophotos of Kiawah Island in 2006 (island) and 2007 (east end). [LOWER] Historical shorelines
(seaward vegetation lines). Note stable to slightly erosional shoreline along West Beach reach with all other reaches generally
accretional (updated from CSE 1995).
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2.2.1

Stono Inlet

Sand from Stono Inlet is the major littoral source for Kiawah Island (Kana et al 1981).
Periodically, sand stored in the ebb-tidal delta of Stono Inlet is released when the inlet
channel shifts position. Shoals on the downcoast (west) side of the channel are freed from
the delta and pushed shoreward by wave action. During this process, the beach in the lee
of the shoal builds because of decreased wave action. Adjacent to the areas of accretion,
erosional arcs are formed by changes in the wave patterns due to refraction around the
offshore shoal. This process continues until waves have pushed the shoal to the point of
attachment along the beach.
Once attached, the shoal is considered to be in Stage 2 of the shoal-bypass cycle (Kana et
al 1985, Williams and Kana 1986).

Waves continue to push the shoal land-ward and

upward while spreading sand laterally along the beach. Shoal-spreading (Stage 3) provides natural nourishment, with sand moving downcoast via longshore currents. The time
between release of the shoal by the inlet, and attachment and spreading depends on the
size of the inlet and its ebb tidal delta. Large inlets, such as Stono Inlet, tend to initiate
shoal-bypassing events every 7–8 years with individual shoal volumes often exceeding 0.5
million cubic yards (Gaudiano and Kana 2001).
Kiawah Island has recently experienced two impressively large shoal-bypassing events.
The first formed offshore in 1994 and by 1997 had completely attached to the east end of
Kiawah. The second began attaching to Kiawah along its eastern flank in 1998. The
western flank of the second shoal overlapped the eastern Kiawah shoreline as it built and
migrated west and north between 1998 and 2004 (Fig 3). These two events were the
largest ever documented on the South Carolina coast (CSE 2005). They contained such a
large quantity of sand that wave action was not able to completely push the shoal against
the original shoreline, and a new beach line and dune system were formed more than
2,000 feet (ft) seaward of the original shoreline. This created a lagoon between the new
and old shorelines, along with a roughly 2-mile-long barrier beach (Fig 3). The recent
shoal-bypass events showed how rapidly barrier islands can form, even in the presence of
sea-level rise and other erosional forcing (Kana 2002).
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FIGURE 3. The eastern end of Kiawah Island in December 1998 (upper) and February 2005 (lower). Note the 1989
shoreline situated well inland from the outer beach. Shoals 1 and 2 added upward of 5 million cubic yards to Kiawah in
the 1990s. As waves pushed the new sand shoreward, an incipient barrier island/lagoon/marsh formed. The new
lagoon was flushed via a channel at the western end of the accreted beach. [From CSE 2007]
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By 2004, the shoals had completely attached at the eastern end but remained offshore at
the western end as sand migrated westward, reaching near the Ocean Course clubhouse
(cf – Fig 3). The shoals had not completely attached at the western end due to a natural
channel maintained by tidal flushing of the lagoon. CSE (2005) estimated the two shoals
added ~5 million cubic yards to Kiawah Island. Due to the overwhelming quantity of sand
added at the eastern end, the shoreline near the Ocean Course jumped seaward and
changed orientation. This protrusion altered approaching wave angles and caused focused
erosion along the Ocean Course.
As longshore transport moved the shoal westward, the flushing channel migrated with
the shoal, encroaching on the Ocean Course, specifically the 16th and 18th holes. The
beach at the original Ocean Club clubhouse (near OCRM monument 2775) retreated
over 500 ft between 2000 and 2005. The magnitude of the bypassing event was so
great, it was apparent that severe erosion would continue for several years before the
cycle would be complete (Gaudiano and Kana 2001). The Ocean Course remained
vulnerable to erosion as the shoal and flushing channel migrated westward. This led
to the plan for beach restoration by CSE (2005).

2.3

2006 East End Beach Restoration Project

In June and July of 2006, the East End Beach Restoration Project (SCDHEC-OCRM permit
No P/N 2005-1W-310-P, USACE permit No 2005-1W-310) was completed by L. Dean
Weaver Company Inc.

This project sought to artificially create Stage 3 of the shoal-

bypassing cycle and avoid further erosion of the Ocean Course. The details of the project
are given in the 2006 East End Erosion and Beach Restoration Project: Kiawah Island Final
Report (CSE 2007). The objectives of the project, which will be assessed in this report,
were to:
•

Accelerate the shoal-bypassing cycle so as to restore westerly sand transport along Kiawah Island.

•

Eliminate rapid erosion along the Ocean Course, particularly around the
16 th, 17th, and 18th fairways and the driving range.

•

Maintain viable, piping plover beach habitat along the newly accreted barrier
spit east of the Ocean Course, including areas of frequent washovers and
the adjacent incipient dune habitat.
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•

Preserve the environmental, cultural, and aquatic resources of the Town.

•

Provide protection to oceanfront recreational facilities and community infrastructure as a resource of tax revenue and income.

•

Maintain the economic viability of tourism, the Town’s largest industry.

•

Make a new source of sand from the accreting shoal more readily available
for natural nourishment along downcoast areas.

The project consisted of closure of the existing flushing channel, creation of a new channel
to maintain the tidal environment of the lagoon, and excavation and transfer of nourishment
sand from the new inlet and accreted shoal areas to eroded downcoast areas. These
actions were designed to provide a smoother transition between Kiawah’s main beach and
the accreted shoal. The contracted volume for the project was 550,000 cy, the majority of
which was placed between the new clubhouse and just west of the old flushing channel.
The new flushing channel was positioned at the apex of the attached shoal (Fig 4).
A major goal of the project was to maintain habitat for piping plovers, which migrate to the
area in the winter and utilize the area for foraging through the spring. Piping plovers make
use of washover areas with little vegetation, particularly where they are adjacent to sheltered
tidal flats (M Bimbi, pers comm, April 2006). To maximize habitat, elevations along the new
beach (sheltering the lagoon) were maintained below +4.5 ft NAVD. This elevation allows
periodic overtopping by waves during minor storm events. As recommended by US Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS), yearly monitoring of critical habitat for piping plovers was
incorporated into the project and is being supervised by staff biologists for the Town of
Kiawah Island.
In 2007, the constructed flushing channel naturally closed while a new flushing channel opened
in Reach 4 (Fig 5). Several factors potentially led to the closure of the original flushing channel.
The emergence of an offshore shoal to the west of the channel caused wave-focusing and
significant erosion to the shoreline in the vicinity of the constructed channel. Sand lost from the
dunes adjacent to the channel was deposited in and behind the channel. By September 2007,
the constructed channel had completely infilled, and a new flushing channel had opened in
Reach 4.

The low elevations of the outer beach in Reaches 2–4, intended to maintain

washover habitat, left that reach susceptible to a breach. The new channel location provided a
more efficient path for tidal flow. The emergent shoal off Reach 2 also increased the likelihood
of a breach in Reach 4 because of wave-focusing around the sand bar.
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FIGURE 4. Pre-construction (Feb 2006, upper) and post-construction (Sept 2006, lower) rectified aerial photos of the project
area. The channel in Reach 5 was closed, and a new channel was constructed in Reach 1. Sand from Reaches 1-4 was
excavated and transferred to Reaches 5-7.
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FIGURE 5.
[UPPER]

The outer beach in the project
area between Reaches 1 and
4 on 17 February 2007. Note
shoaled flushing channel at
right side of image (Reach 1).
[LOWER]

The same area at low tide on
5 December 2007 after
formation of a breach channel
in Reach 4 and natural closure
of the constructed channel.
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The opening of the breach channel in Reach 4 was not surprising, given that the goal of the
project was to maintain washover habitat. By limiting the outer beach to a height less than
storm tides and reducing the volume of sand in the profile so as to prolong the washover
habitat, the project allowed the system to develop a channel in a more efficient location.
The inlet of the new channel intersected monitoring station 104+00. It was ~75 ft wide at
mean low water (MLW) at its narrowest point, and ~600 ft wide at mean higher high water
(MHHW); however, at high tide, much of the area was subject to washover, and flow was
not restricted through the inlet.
Details of the pre-project and post-project changes in sand volumes and habitat areas are
presented along with CSE’s updated condition survey in the results section.
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3.0

METHODOLOGY

This section describes the methodologies of the topographic survey, sediment compaction
tests, and habitat mapping used by CSE to monitor changes at Kiawah Island.
3.1

Survey

Over the past 40 years, the methodology and approach for beach surveys have evolved
from fairly crude methods (eg – Emery 1961) to highly sophisticated data collection systems involving global-positioning-system (GPS) satellite navigation in three dimensions
(coordinates and elevations with respect to common horizontal and vertical datums).
Prior to 1999, CSE favored rod-and-level, theodolite, or sled surveys through the surf zone
because they were the most accurate, consistent, and cost-effective methods of data collection which followed recommendations of the National Academy of Science (NRC 1995).
No corrections are required for water depth by these methods because the measurements
involve placement of a rod or prism directly on the ocean bottom. Reliable land-survey
techniques are simply extended offshore by these methods.

CSE and the majority of

professional organizations favored these methods over boat surveys using fathometers,
because the latter require uncertain corrections for tide, waves, boat motion, and acoustic
drift.

Many of the problems associated with historical surveys can be traced to these

imprecisions (NRC 1995).
In the past few years with the availability of real-time-kinematic (RTK) GPS x-y-z positioning (post-1999), it is now possible to reduce (but not completely eliminate) the errors
associated with boat surveys. The present standard of practice for beach monitoring, and
one that is consistent with nearly all historical profile surveys, is single-beam bathymetric
surveys using a linked RTK-GPS receiver.
The present survey was conducted in August 2009. Profiles along Kiawah Island were
surveyed perpendicular to the local shoreline (CSE baseline) azimuth from the control
points to a minimum of −12 ft NAVD (the depth equal to the normal limit of sand movement
in this setting) or at least 3,000 ft from the dune. Surveys were conducted by combining a
land-based survey and a bathymetric survey. Land surveys were accomplished using an
RTK-GPS between the foredune and low-tide wading depth (approximately −6 ft NAVD),
whereas over-water work was accomplished via RTK-GPS combined with a precision echosounder mounted on CSE’s shallow-draft boat, the RV Congaree River. Working around
the tidal cycle, data collected on land were extended into shallow depths in the surf zone at
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low tide. Then data were collected from the boat at high tide such that overlap of the two
surveys occurred close to shore. Appendix A includes profiles for the most recent survey
compared to earlier surveys.
For the present survey, CSE reoccupied 87 stations along the length of Kiawah Island (Fig
6). Twenty-three of these stations (OCRM 2615-2730) encompass the beach downcoast of
the 2006 project area. These stations represent most of the developed (residential) shoreline of Kiawah Island and use OCRM monuments as survey controls. The remaining stations follow the 2006 project baseline and encompass the Ocean Course, incipient lagoon,
and Stono Inlet shorelines. For this area, CSE reoccupied 64 stations at 400-ft spacing.
The locations of stations along with offset and cutoff distances are given in Table 1. Station
numbers increase from west to east with the area downcoast of the project site based on
the OCRM monument number (2615–2730) and the project area and Stono Inlet shoreline
based on CSE stationing (0+00 through 252+00). CSE’s stationing is in engineering format
in that it marks the distance along the baseline (distance along the beach) from a starting
point—that is, station 4+00 is 400 ft from station 0+00, while station 12+00 is 1,200 ft
upcoast of station 0+00.
The construction baseline and reaches used in the 2006 project are shown in Figure 6.
This construction baseline follows the orientation of the project area and is referenced in
this report to identify general locations (construction reaches) along the outer beach in the
project area. As the area continues to evolve, the construction baseline will no longer be
applicable as the shape of the coastline is expected to more closely match the monitoring
baseline.
Prior monitoring reports for Kiawah Island divided the beachfront into five reaches (cf – Fig
2, lower). This allows for a more general understanding of sand volume changes along the
island. The present report modifies the upcoast reach (Stono Inlet) used in reports prior to
CSE (2008) to include three separate reaches—(1) one encompassing the western lagoon
(project area), (2) the second representing the eastern lagoon, and (3) the third spanning
the more stable Stono Inlet shoreline. The boundary between the Turtle Point reach and
the Ocean Course reach is also moved to OCRM 2730 (CSE 0+00). The reaches are
defined in Table 2.
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FIGURE 6. General location of beach stations and
reaches monitored for the present report. The
construction baseline is illustrated by a thin dashed
line. The monitoring baseline is illustrated by a thick
solid line.
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TABLE 1. Kiawah Island beach monitoring stations referenced in the present report. Order is generally west to east. Offset and cutoff refer to distances from the
benchmark/baseline for the start and end of beach volume calculations.

TABLE 2: Kiawah Island reaches referenced in the present report.

3.2

Volume Calculations

To estimate changes in the sand volume along Kiawah Island, survey data were entered
into CSE’s in-house custom software, Beach Profile Analysis System (BPAS), which
calculates volumes based on 2-D profile data (in X-Y) and distances between subsequent
lines. The resulting volumes provide a more quantitative and objective way of determining
ideal minimum beach profiles and how changes in sand quantities (volume per unit length
of shoreline) compare with the desired condition (Kana 1993). Volume results calculated
via this method provide a more accurate means of comparing historical profiles, as the
volume method produces a measurement of sand volumes in the active beach zone rather
than an extrapolated result based on simulated models or single-contour shoreline position.
Unit-volume calculations allow for distinguishing the quantity of sediment in the dunes, on
the dry beach, in the intertidal zone to wading depth, and in the remaining area offshore to
the approximate limit of profile change. Figure 7A depicts the profile volume concept. The
reference boundaries are site–specific but ideally encompass the entire zone over which
sand moves each year (ie – sand volumes to closure depth).
For the present survey (2009), sand volume was calculated between the primary dune and
low tide wading depth (approximately −6 ft NAVD*). This contour was chosen because the
majority of the project area is perched on a “swash” platform that is part of the ebb tidal
delta of Stono inlet. Stations east (north of 180+00) drop into the main channel of Stono
Inlet, whereas stations west of 0+00 (ie – Turtle Point and West Beach Village) are not
within the Stono Inlet ebb-tidal delta platform. Inspection of OCRM profiles indicates that
there has been little change in elevation seaward of −8 ft NAVD since the East End
Restoration Project. Therefore, the −6 ft NAVD contour encompasses the majority of the
active beach zone over the past several years.
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*NOTE: Prior reports calculated profile volumes to −5 ft NGVD, which is approximately equal to
−6 ft NAVD. NAVD‘88 is becoming the industry standard for vertical reference; therefore, it is in
the best interest of both the Town of Kiawah and CSE to relate the condition of the beach to this
datum. CSE updated historical profile volumes, and since −5 ft NGVD and −6 ft NAVD are
almost (but not exactly) equal, historical volumes may show very slight differences from
previous reports. It is CSE’s intention to continue to collect data and interpret volumes which
reference NAVD‘88.

FIGURE 7A. The concept of profile volumes – the volume of sand between defined
contours over a 1-ft (unit) length of beach. [After Kana 1990]
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Figure 7B shows representative profiles from several reaches. The lower portion of each
graph tracks the standard deviation in elevation based on the mean profile elevation of the
set of profiles at a station. A standard deviation of <0.25 ft over several hundred feet at the
outer end of a profile is evidence of little change.
Comparative volumes and volume changes were computed using standard procedures.
[CSE incorporates the average-end-area method, in which the average of the area under
the profiles computed at the ends of each cell is multiplied by the length of the cell to
determine the cell’s sand volume.] Volume results at each profile line were extrapolated to
the next line. Net volumes were calculated for each profile as well as for project reaches
(see Table 2).
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FIGURE 7B. The lower portion of each graph tracks the standard deviation (variation from the
average or mean elevation) at any given station. A standard deviation of <0.25 (ft) over several
hundred feet is evidence of little change (ie – approximate closure depth).
[UPPER] Profile 52+00
[LOWER] Profile 2715
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FIGURE 7B (cont). Profile 2665 (upper). The lower portion of the graph tracks the standard
deviation (variation from the average or mean elevation) at any given station. A standard deviation
of <0.25 (ft) over several hundred feet is evidence of little change (ie – approximate closure depth).
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3.3

Sediment Compaction

As required by the permit (P/N 2005-1W-310P), sediment compaction tests were made
prior to turtle-nesting season (May-October) at ~500-ft intervals along the length of the
project area at two cross-shore positions at each locality. Triplicate measurements were
made with a cone penetrometer at the back berm and mid berm, and at depths of 6 inches,
12 inches, and 18 inches below the beach surface. Four additional transects were monitored in the downdrift (unnourished) area for comparison. Results are given in Appendix C.

3.4

Habitat Mapping

Shoal-bypassing events have the potential to rapidly create a variety of coastal habitats.
However, due to the ever-changing nature of these events, the habitats can be destroyed
just as rapidly. One of the primary goals of the 2006 project was to prolong favored habitat
for piping plovers. The project sought to maintain the integrity of the lagoon and specifically
to maintain unvegetated washover habitat, which is commonly used by piping plover.
Efforts were made during construction to limit the natural buildup of the outer beach ridge,
which is typical for shoal-bypassing events of this magnitude. Washover habitat quickly
evolves to higher vegetated dune habitat with an influx of new sand. Washovers are generally maintained if the elevations of the accreting barrier ridge remain below +4 ft NAVD.
This allows periodic overtopping during high tides and minor storm waves which, in turn,
moves sand across the washover into the lagoon and deters vegetation, keeping the area
suitable for piping plovers.
To assess the performance of the project regarding this goal, habitat mapping using aerial
photography and detailed topographic models were incorporated into the project. As per
special conditions of the project permit, aerial photos were obtained during low tide on 20
August 2009 (by Independent Mapping Consultants Inc, Charlotte NC).

These high-

resolution, infrared photos were ortho-rectified using targets placed by CSE. The controlled
aerial photos were combined with CSE’s beach/lagoon survey to allow delineation of habitat areas within fixed boundaries as outlined in the project final report (CSE 2007). A digital
terrain model (DTM) was prepared in a similar manner as the pre-project and post-project
models given in the final report. Habitat areas were delineated based on ground-truth data
and experience from similar settings. The elevation ranges for identified habitats are the
NAVD datum equivalent of the NGVD ranges reported in CSE (2007), specifically:
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•

Subtidal Habitat: −3.0 ft NAVD (~MLW) or deeper
–
–

•

•

Intertidal Habitat: −3.0 ft to +2.5 ft NAVD (~MLW to MHW)
–

Exposed – Areas along the outer beach subject to ocean waves

–

Sheltered – Areas around the margin of the lagoon subject to estuarine
waves and currents

Washover Habitat: +2.5 ft to +6.0 ft NAVD
–

•

Areas subject to occasional flooding, wave runup and overtopping, generally
devoid of vegetation or relief

Stable Dune Habitat: (>)+6.0 ft NAVD
–

•

Exposed – Areas seaward of the barrier beach
Sheltered – Areas landward of the barrier beach (ie – open-water lagoon)

Areas generally above the peak astronomic tide and normal wave runup –
generally vegetated or likely to become vegetated in the next growing season
– hummocky topography and distinctive ridges common

Marsh Habitat: −1.0 ft to +1.0 ft NAVD
–

Sheltered intertidal habitat close to local mean high water containing stands
of salt marsh species – easily delineated using rectified aerial photography

CSE used the limits of survey data to define a 636-acre polygon encompassing the project
area. The above-listed elevation bands were then applied within the polygon to delineate
corresponding areas in those ranges. The resulting subdivisions were color-coded and
superimposed on the August 2009 digital orthophotograph. Areas of marsh habitat were
digitized using the aerial photography and removed from the remaining (intertidal) areas.
Subjectivity was required when determining whether to select certain areas containing new
marsh vegetation. Certain areas showed substantial new growth but lacked sufficient density or maturity to include in the present areas. As previously reported, these areas are
expected to grow and mature rapidly over the next several years. Sheltered habitats were
distinguished from exposed habitats by establishing logical sub-boundaries along the outer
beach alignment. Intertidal areas seaward of the outer beach are considered exposed,
while areas on the landward side are considered sheltered.
As monitoring continues at the eastern end of Kiawah Island, the above-noted elevation
ranges for various habitats may be refined as information about the evolution of the area is
acquired. Barrier island–inlet lagoon systems have site-specific tide ranges related to the
efficiency of tidal exchange through inlets. In the present case, the tide range in the lagoon
will depend on the particular configuration, location, and scale of the inlet.
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4.0

RESULTS

Results from the 2009 monitoring survey are given in the following sections.

The first

section describes observed changes in the project area. Section 4.2 presents an updated
evolution of habitat change in the project area.

Section 4.3 summarizes the volume

changes within the project area. Section 4.4 describes sand volumes for the length of
Kiawah west of the 2006 project site. The 2009 data are compared with 1999 volumes to
quantify changes over the last ten years. The final section lists results of the sediment
compaction tests.
4.1

Project Area Observations

As previously reported (CSE 2008), the most prominent change in the past year (2008 to
2009) was the continued onshore migration of an offshore shoal, and the resulting accretion of the shoreline in its lee. This shoal-bypassing event was initiated in 2005–2006.
Based on a digital elevation model (DEM) produced from the October 2008 survey and
orthophotograph, CSE estimates that the 2007 shoal contains ~550,000 cy of sand, much
less than the previous shoal-bypassing events which added over 5 million cubic yards of
sand to Kiawah. As previously reported, between 2007 and 2008 the center of the shoal
migrated ~300 ft landward, and the flanks of the shoal moved further landward, forming a
characteristic horseshoe-shaped sandbar which extended over 2,000 ft to the northeast
and 1,000 ft to the west from the apex of the existing shoreline (illustrated in Fig 8). This
trend continued between 2008 and 2009 whereby the shoal has migrated further landward,
producing higher nearshore elevations than observed in 2008, and is feeding adjacent
areas. Figures 8 and 9 show the position of the shoal and orientation of the shoreline in
May 2008 and August 2009. As the shoal nears the shore, it acts as a natural breakwater,
which has allowed the shoreline in the vicinity of the shoal to accrete ~500 ft since August
2007 (Fig 10, upper).
As the shoal nears and attaches to the shoreline, it is said to be in Stage 2 of the shoalbypass cycle (Williams and Kana 1986). While an emergent shoal is in Stage 1 or Stage 2,
it transforms waves approaching the shoreline. This change in wave pattern causes accretion in the direct lee of the shoal, while the adjacent areas on either side erode. These
changes are usually temporary but, depending on the size of the shoal, can be severe and
last for several years. During Stage 3 of the shoal-bypass cycle, the shoal provides natural
nourishment with sand moving downcoast via longshore currents. Over the next year, CSE
expects the shoal to continue to move landward and feed adjacent areas.
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FIGURE 8. Low-tide aerial photograph taken 31 May 2008. Note the accretion in the lee of the offshore
shoal (S), closure of the constructed channel (right side of image), and the deflection of the breach channel
to the west (upper left area of image).

FIGURE 9. Aerial photograph taken 20 August 2009. Note, the deflection of the breach channel to the
west (upper left area of image), the increase in breach channel width, and near-attachment of the shoal
(S). A spit (A) has formed across the western end of the east lagoon. It is likely the spit will merge with
adjacent high ground and leave an isolated pond (B) connected to the network of interior ponds. Area B
will then convert from a saline habitat to a brackish water habitat.
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FIGURE 10. (UPPER) Profile at station 144+00. (LOWER) Profile at station 104+00.
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Between 2007 and 2008, areas adjacent to the accreting shoal were eroding significantly.
The shoreline facing the southeast (ie – stations 140+00 to 192+00) had retreated as much
as 200 ft. Between 2008 and 2009, this erosional pattern was limited to stations 180+00 to
192+00; stations 140+00 to 176+00 had stabilized with respect to landward erosion. The
area near the breach channel (station 104+00) continues to move landward, migrating
~300 ft since October 2008 (Fig 10, Lower). Eroded sediment has been re-deposited in
three locations:
1) The accreting area in the lee of the offshore shoal.
2) In the lagoon in the form of an overwash deposit.
3) Downcoast, feeding the rest of Kiawah Island.
It is fairly evident that much of the sand lost from the outer beach along the area of the
breach channel has moved landward as wave action during high-tide transports sand over
the washover beach and into the lagoon.

The landward edge of the washover beach

(elevation +2.5 to +6.0 ft NAVD) has migrated ~500 ft landward between stations 100+00
and 104+00 (illustrated in Fig 10, lower).
The throat of the breach channel moved ~800 ft to the west over the past year (from station
104+00 to station 96+00). The high-tide width of the channel appears to have increased,
meaning the distance between the dry beach on either side of the breach during high tide is
greater than last year. This is a result of the washover beach eroding a portion of the
constructed berm on the western side as the channel migrated to the west. The channel
also appears to have a more east-to-west alignment than in September 2007 (cf – Figs 12
and 13).
The constructed beach in Reaches 5 and 6 is becoming increasingly populated with typical
dune vegetation. The area in front of the driving range is still subject to washover during
storm tides (as designed) and appears to be suitable habitat for certain nesting shorebirds
(such as least terns).
Figures 11, 12, and 13 show low-tide orthophotos of the project area for February 2006,
September 2006, September 2007, and October 2008, and August 2009. The low-tide
images illustrate the development of Kiawah Island’s eastern end from pre-project to about
three years post-project. The project consisted of the closure of the original flushing channel at the western end of the west lagoon using sand from the outer beach and excavation
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of a new flushing channel ~5000 ft to the east. Figure 11 shows the pre-project and postproject photos.

Figure 12 shows ~1-year and ~2-year post-project photos.

Figure 13

shows a ~ 3-year post-project photo.
An important aspect of the project was excavation of the outer beach between the original
flushing channel and the excavated channel.

Note in Figure 11 (lower) the narrow

washover beach remaining after construction in September 2006. By excavating the outer
beach and using the sand to build up downcoast reaches, washover conditions were
maintained. This was expected to accelerate landward migration of the outer beach and
move the shoreline toward a more stable configuration (CSE 2005). One consequence of
this was formation of a breach channel in the outer beach (vicinity of station 108+00)
sometime between September and November 2006.

By December 2006, the breach

channel had captured much of the flow out of the western lagoon. The excavated channel
shoaled quickly and closed completely by early 2007. Since then, the breach channel has
maintained flushing in the eastern and western lagoons (see Fig 12).
The density of marsh is still relatively low when compared with the well-developed marsh of
the eastern lagoon (monitoring baseline stations 156+00 to 192+00), but has grown
substantially (+13.4 percent) since 2006. While marsh areas are still limited in the western
lagoon, the elevations in the basin are becoming more conducive to marsh expansion.
Close inspection of Figure 13 shows numerous small patches of marsh grass dotting the
western lagoon. It is expected that these areas will expand rapidly in the next several
years. The western lagoon is evolving toward a habitat configuration similar to the eastern
lagoon (ie – well-defined tidal channels, expansive salt marsh, and little open water or
unvegetated tidal flats).
Note in the figures the similarity in shoreline orientation between the present shoreline and
the older beach ridges (paralleling the front nine holes of the Ocean Course). The new
shoreline of Kiawah includes the approximate north-south segment along Stono Inlet
(stations 192+00 to 252+00), the northeast-southwest segment between Reach 2 and
station 192+00, and the developing arcuate ridge of Reaches 3–5. This general segmentation of the shoreline is expected to persist for the next 5–10 years. The first two segments have a relatively stable shoreline azimuth. The segment along Reaches 3–5 is
expected to migrate further landward and develop a curvilinear shape before stabilizing (cf
– Appendix A).
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FIGURE 11. Pre-project (upper) and post-project (lower) aerial images of the eastern end of Kiawah Island taken in February and September 2006. Note the relocation of the flushing channel from the western side of the lagoon to the eastern side. Construction
(seaward) and monitoring (landward) baselines are shown.
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FIGURE 12. Aerial images of the eastern end of Kiawah Island ~1 year (upper) and ~2 years (lower) after the restoration project. Note in the lower figure, an offshore shoal is almost attached to the outer beach. Construction (seaward) and monitoring (landward)
baselines are shown.
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FIGURE 13. Aerial images of the eastern end of Kiawah Island ~3 years after the restoration project. Construction (seaward) and monitoring (landward) baselines are shown. Note oblique and refracted waves along Reaches 3-8, indicating westerly longshore transport from
the attaching shoal. Sheltering by the shoal has promoted growth of a cuspate spit between Reaches 2 and 3. Wave energy increases along Reach 4, moving sand into the breach channel and deflecting it to the west (Reach 5). When waves approach from the southwest, the
sand spit near station 1+00 builds to the east. The spit is expected to close off the western end of the western lagoon in the coming years.
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4.2

Habitat Area Changes

CSE used the common reference area of 636 acres encompassing the 2006 East End
Beach Restoration Project to define habitat areas within these boundaries. Figures 14, 15,
and 16 provide the delineation of habitats for five available dates (February 2006, September 2006, September 2007, October 2008, and August 2009). The habitat areas have
been color-coded and superimposed on the orthophotographs with the aid of a digital terrain model (DTM). Table 3 summarizes the habitat area changes for the five available
dates. The greatest changes during the past year (October 2008 to August 2009) occurred
for the areas designated “sheltered subtidal,” “exposed intertidal,” and “vegetated marsh”
(Fig 17).

Sheltered subtidal decreased by ~13.0 acres (−68.7 percent), while exposed

intertidal and vegetated marsh increased by 39.1 and 7.4 acres (37.2 percent and 26.5
percent) (respectively).

The “washover area” increased by 12.6 acres (15.6 percent);

stable dunes decreased by 0.8 acres (−1.8 percent); sheltered intertidal habitat remained
stable, decreasing by 0.1 acre (−1.8 percent)’ and exposed subtidal decreased by 45.2
acres (−16.3 percent). These changes reflect the following general trends:
•

Landward migration of the outer ridge of Reaches 3 and 4.

•

Infilling of the western lagoon as washovers move sand landward.

•

Accretion/erosion due to the shoal-bypass event.

•

Establishment and expansion of vegetated marsh in the sheltered lagoon.

•

Expansion of washover habitat as the shoreline from stations 140+00 to
156+00 built higher in the lee of the attaching shoal.

Salt-marsh areas increased by ~7.4 acres during the past year, compared to 5.3 acres over
the previous year. It is important to note that only areas with well-established vegetation
were included. Several areas of the 2009 digital orthophotographs showed new marsh
growth with ~1-ft tall (or less) marsh grass (not readily visible at printable scales). Even
though these areas were confirmed during the survey, they were not included in the present
calculations; however, they should evolve rapidly. CSE expects the marsh areas to continue to expand over the next year by 5–10 acres as the western lagoon evolves to more
closely resemble the eastern lagoon.
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FIGURE 14. Reference area used to delineate habitat areas in connection with the East End Beach Restoration Project for February 2006 (upper) and September 2006 (lower). See Table 3 for comparisons with post-project data. Delineation of habitats is based on
the elevation criteria in the inset table using a digital terrain model (DTM) developed from detailed ground-truth surveys of the project area.
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FIGURE 15. Reference area used to delineate habitat areas in connection with the East End Beach Restoration Project for September 2007 (upper) and October 2008 (lower). See Table 3 for comparisons with pre-project and post-project data. Delineation of
habitats is based on the elevation criteria in the inset table using a digital terrain model (DTM) developed from detailed ground-truth surveys of the project area.
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FIGURE 16. Reference area used to delineate habitat areas in connection with the East End Beach Restoration Project for August 2009. See Table 3 for comparisons with pre-project and post-project data. Delineation of habitats is based on the elevation criteria in the inset table using a
digital terrain model (DTM) developed from detailed ground-truth surveys of the project area.

TABLE 3. Habitat areas along the eastern end of Kiawah Island – changes through 2009.
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FIGURE 17. [Upper] Habitat areas before and after the East End Beach Restoration Project, based on the
maps of Figures 14, 15, and 16. [Lower] Change in habitat areas between August 2007 and October 2008,
October 2008 and August 2009, and post-project (September 2006) and August 2009.
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A key goal of the project was the preservation of washover habitat for the endangered
piping plover. Washover habitat increased by ~12.6 acres (15.6 percent) between October
2008 and August 2009, due to the beach building higher in the eastern portion of the
Lagoon West Reach. This was an anticipated outcome of the project as elevations were
designed to allow storm waves to overtop the outer beach, which allows landward migration
of the shoreline—as the shoreline moves landward, it also builds higher. The accretion in
the lee of the incipient shoal has also provided a mechanism for washover development, as
additional sand is temporarily trapped in the area, providing a wider beach until the shoal
completely attaches and begins to spread laterally along the shoreline.
Kiawah Island Town staff presently monitor piping plover populations at the eastern end of
Kiawah Island. Counts since August 2006 (after completion of the restoration project) were
provided by the Town (c/o Jim Jordan, wildlife biologist) and are shown in Figure 18 (number of individuals per day). Average number of birds per month (illustrated) was calculated
by dividing the total of birds counted by the number of days birds were counted. Lower
counts at the eastern end of Kiawah Island between 2008 and 2009 were likely due to
piping plover utilization of new habitat at the western end of the island due to construction
on the eastern end (Jim Jordan, pers comm).

FIGURE 18. Piping plover counts from the eastern end of Kiawah Island (individuals per survey) showing significant seasonal
and annual variations in numbers of birds observed in the area.
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4.3

Project Area Sand Volumes

Shoal-bypassing events are dynamic; therefore, typical volume analysis in the vicinity of
bypassing events can often be misleading. Large volumes of sand can quickly move from
one location to another in both the exposed and sheltered areas of the attachment site.
Comparing sand volumes for individual profile lines from one year to the next may not fully
represent the processes controlling morphologic change in the system.
For this report, volume changes are reported for all profiles surveyed in the project area as
well as for the entire beach to Kiawah spit. In the project area, reach-wide volume changes
yield a better representation of actual changes in the system. In most cases, local changes
observed in individual profiles are due to equilibration of the lagoon following the project,
and general trends are not easily interpreted. Volume changes are reported in Table 4,
beginning from the upcoast reaches and moving downcoast (ie – east to west).

The

reaches used in this report are illustrated in Figure 19. Profiles are given in Appendix A.
Select ground photos are given in Appendix B.
Volumes for the present report were calculated to −6 ft NAVD’88, which is approximately
equal to −5 ft NGVD’29 referenced in past reports. CSE chose to update the vertical datum
for monitoring report No. 2 (January 2009) to keep up with industry standards, since NAVD
is now more widely used than NGVD. The adjustment required historical volumes to be
updated to the new datum; therefore, volumes in the present report will not precisely match
volumes reported prior to January 2009. The difference between the NAVD and NGVD
datum is 0.98 for Kiawah Island, so there is a slight difference of 0.02 ft reflected in results
reported in NAVD versus NGVD. For volume calculations to better reflect current conditions, offset and cutoff distances at certain stations were updated in the present report.
Volumes calculated for previous reports have been recomputed to provide accurate comparisons in the present report.
The Stono Inlet Reach spans 6,000 ft from station 192+00 (at the eastern extreme of the
eastern lagoon) to Penny’s Creek (station 252+00). This reach lost ~8,225 cy (-1.6 cy/ft/yr)
of sand since the October 2008 survey. The losses observed in the Stono Inlet Reach are
most noticeable between stations 192+00 and 216+00. Between 2008 and 2009, the shoal
attached slightly westward of the reach and is no longer sheltering the beach at station
192+00. This has resulted in higher wave energy and subsequent erosion at this station.
Sections adjacent to station 192+00 (west of 184+00 and east of 220+00) are showing
slight accretion as the eroded sand is transported along the coast to the north away from
station 192+00.
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TABLE 4. Summary of unit sand volumes and volume changes along Kiawah Island between September 1999 and August
2009 (volumes to −6 ft NAVD). Unit volume calculations are between the “offset” and “cutoff” distances (ft) referenced to the
monitoring baseline or OCRM monuments as applicable. Large changes along “Lagoon East” (~156+00 to 192+00) and
“Lagoon West” (92+00 to 156+00) reflect continued rapid adjustment of the shoreline following the 2006 East End Beach
Restoration Project and the ongoing shoal-bypassing event described herein. By comparison, volume changes along downdrift reaches (Turtle Point, West Beach, and Kiawah spit) were relatively low, indicating accretion and beach stability.
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TABLE 4 (continued). Summary of unit sand volumes and volume changes along Kiawah Island between September 1999
and August 2009 (volumes to −6 ft NAVD).
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FIGURE 19. Beach stations along Kiawah Island monitored
for the present condition survey. The 2006 construction
baseline is represented by the dashed line. The yellow area is
a control volume for evaluating habitat areas as a function of
elevation/depth, and overall volumes gained or lost by reach
within the project area.

During Stage 2 of the shoal-bypass cycle, the beach adjacent to the attachment site tends
to erode rapidly due to changes in wave patterns caused by the shoal. Much of the eroded
sand shifts into the lee of the shoal, creating a cuspate protrusion in the shoreline. Once
the offshore shoal attaches, it is defined as being in Stage 3 of the shoal-bypass cycle and
will spread sand into the eroded areas, replacing some of the sand lost over the past year.
Currently both the western and eastern lagoon areas are being nourished by the Stage 3
shoal-bypass cycle.
The Lagoon East Reach encompasses the length of shoreline between stations 160+00
and 192+00. This corresponds to 3,200 ft of shore fronting the marsh-filled eastern lagoon.
Its west boundary is situated near the constructed inlet channel for the 2006 project. The
reach gained ~25,700 cy (9.5 cy/ft/yr) of sand during the past year. This reach is currently
affected by the shoal-bypass event occurring to the west (near station 144+00).
The Lagoon West Reach (cf – Fig 19) extends ~6,800 ft between stations 92+00 and
160+00 and encompasses Reaches 2–5. It includes the breach channel (present flushing
channel) in Reach 4. The reach gained ~184,600 cy (32.1 cy/ft) since the last survey; however, volume changes varied considerably within the reach. For example, stations 128+00
to 160+00 experienced major accretion due to shoal attachment (now in Stage 3 of the
shoal-bypass cycle). Station 148+00, at the apex of shoal attachment gained ~209.1 cy/ft.
The area around the breach channel, stations 92+00 and 96+00, lost nearly 20 cy/ft and 13
cy/ft (respectively) during the past year (Fig 20). The outer beach along much of “Lagoon
West” was pushed landward by waves and washovers, infilling some deeper sections of the
lagoon.
The Ocean Course monitoring reach is the most westward reach in the project area. It
encompasses construction reaches 5–7 (cf – Fig 19). This transition area, between the
washover/lagoon reaches in the project area, and the developed sections of Kiawah Island,
contains a more typical beach profile. Comparative profiles are, therefore, more applicable
for estimating volume changes at specific locations. The reach spans 9,200 ft of shoreline,
fronting the Ocean Course from station 0+00 (OCRM 2735) to station 92+00. During the
past year, the reach gained 61,300 cy (7.9 cy/ft). Volume changes ranged from −19.8 cy/ft
at station 92+00 to +19.2 cy/ft at station 68+00 (the beach directly in front of the new
clubhouse). Further downcoast, the beach bordering the 16th and 17th fairways (stations
36+00 to 44+00) gained between 12.4 cy/ft and 12.9 cy/ft. A portion of the sand lost in this
reach is attributed to the breach channel migrating west (vicinity of station 92+00). Sand
gained in this reach can be attributed to the shoal attaching (Stage 3 of the shoal-bypass
cycle) and westerly sand transport.
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FIGURE 20. Profile 148+00 from the western lagoon reach (located at the apex of the shoal attachment) gained ~209 cy/ft over
the last year. The mean sea-level shoreline (~0.0 ft NAVD elevation) has moved nearly 1500 ft seaward compared with
conditions in August 2007. The attaching shoal is expected to migrate landward and upward in the coming year, adding another
large volume of sand to Kiawah Island.

Table 5 summarizes the beach volume changes to −6 ft NAVD along Kiawah Island by
reach. Figure 21 illustrates yearly volume change for the monitoring reaches. Inspection of
the profiles in Appendix A indicates these volume changes are conservative and slightly
underestimate the true volume gains into deeper water.
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TABLE 5. Net volume change and unit volume change for monitoring reaches measured to -6 ft NAVD. The Kiawah spit, West Beach, and Turtle Point reaches
compare 1999 survey data to 2007 (no survey data existed for 2006 in these reaches).

FIGURE 21. Annualized average beach volume change by reach 1999/2006 to September 2007 and August 2007 to 2009.
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4.4

Downcoast Reaches

The present survey data for reaches downcoast of the project area were compared to 2008
data. Profiles in these areas use OCRM monuments as benchmarks, which are typically
spaced between 1,000 and 2,000 ft apart. CSE has collected data at certain downcoast
stations since the early 1980s. Historically, the West Beach Reach has been stable, while
the Turtle Point Reach and Kiawah Spit Reach have been accretional. Profiles are given in
Appendix A; ground photos taken during the present survey are shown in Appendix B.
The Turtle Point Reach gained about 88,700 cy of sand (7.7 cy/ft) between 2008 and 2009.
The reach extends 13,666 ft from profiles OCRM 2685 to OCRM 2735 (CSE 0+00).
Volume change in this reach ranged from −3.0 cy/ft (OCRM 2715) to +8.68 cy/ft (OCRM
2705). Figure 22 shows survey profiles from OCRM 2705 and 2715 in the Turtle Point
Reach. Comparing back to April 1999, this reach has gained well over 300,000 cy (~2.15
cy/ft/yr) measured to −6 ft NAVD.
The West Beach Reach spans 11,798 ft from Turtle Point to Beachwalker Park and
includes Eugenia Avenue. This reach gained ~63,800 cy (6.4 cy/ft) over the past year.
Station 2675 gained the least amount of sand at 0.13 cy/ft. Although accretional in the past
year, historically, this reach shows the most erosion of any downcoast reach (CSE 1999).
A large dune field still exists which protects property along this reach, but beach widths are
narrow in several sections during high tide. Since 1999, the West Beach Reach has gained
over 250,000 cy by natural accretion. This is an average of ~2.06 cy/ft/yr over the past
decade.
The Kiawah Spit Reach represents the downcoast end of the island. It acts as a collection
site for sand transported by longshore currents from upcoast areas. As wave action transports sand to the west, it feeds the spit, causing growth into Captain Sams Inlet and forcing
the inlet to migrate toward Seabrook Island. This 5,658-ft reach gained 43,343 cy of sand
(9.0 cy/ft) between October 2008 and August 2009. The reach extends between profiles
OCRM 2615 and OCRM 2630, but does not include the portion of the spit between OCRM
2615 and Captain Sams Inlet which is assumed to have accreted sand. The end of the spit
is ~2,000 ft west of OCRM 2615, and the volume of sand between Captain Sam’s Inlet and
OCRM 2615 is not included in these calculations. Since 1999, the Kiawah Spit Reach has
gained well over 425,000 cy (>7.25 ct/ft/yr), making the beach one of the healthiest sections of the South Carolina coast.
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FIGURE 22. [ UPPER ] Beach profiles from OCRM 2705 in the Turtle Point reach. This section
gained 8.68 cy/ft in the past year. [LOWER ] Beach profiles from OCRM 2715 in the Turtle Point
reach. This section lost ~3.0 cy/ft over the past year, but remains much healthier than conditions in April 1999.
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Overall, Kiawah Island’s developed shoreline from Turtle Point to Kiawah spit gained
~195,000 cy (1.8 cy/ft) between 2008 and 2009, which is higher than the historical trend for
the area (CSE 1999). Since 1999, the three reaches (Turtle Point, West Beach, and Kiawah Spit) have gained over 985,000 cy (~3 cy/ft/yr) measured to −6 ft NAVD. If calculated
to the decadal profile closure depth of (~)−10 ft NAVD, the net change would be ~10 percent higher.

4.5

Sediment Compaction

Results of the sediment compaction tests and a letter to USFWS are given in Appendix C.
The tests in March 2009 showed tilling would not be required as the compaction values
within the nourished areas were not greater than the results in unnourished areas. The
2009 tests are the final survey required by USFWS as per permit conditions.
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5.0

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The third annual survey following the 2006 East End Beach Restoration Project shows
that the eastern end of Kiawah Island is continuing to accrete due to another shoalbypassing event that began with the emergence of an offshore bar in 2006. This event
has been contemporaneous with changes associated with the east end project. Currently, the bypass event is in Stage 3 of the three-stage process. The western lagoon,
site of the 2006 project, is evolving into a more mature marsh system similar to the
eastern lagoon.

Sand which was trapped last year (due to shoal attachment to the

shoreline) has become free to move downcoast uninhibited.
Seven reaches along the shoreline were evaluated. The three western reaches (A–C) –
encompassing the Kiawah spit area, West Beach area, and Turtle Point area – have
gained a total of 983,980 cy since 1999 by way of natural accretion. During the past
year, these developed sections of the beach gained 195,772 cy. This estimate only
encompasses the recreational beach to low-tide wading depth (−6 ft NAVD). Because
the limit of the active littoral zone in this setting at yearly to decadal time periods is
slightly deeper (~8–10 ft NAVD), the volume calculations slightly underestimate the net
gains over the past ten years. The average annual gain for the nearly 6-mile length of
shoreline is ~3.0 cy/ft/yr (measured to wading depth).
The changes at the eastern end of Kiawah Island (four reaches: Ocean Course, Lagoon
West, Lagoon East, and Stono Inlet) during the past year are related to the major shoalbypassing events of 1994–2005 and the manipulation of the accreting shoals in 2006 (East
End Beach Restoration Project). A new shoal-bypass event began in 2006 with emergence
of an offshore bar between the eastern and western lagoons. By August 2007, the bar was
positioned about 900 ft offshore. Its morphology and position suggests it is typical in scale
to most prior events (except 1994–2005 events) (Gaudiano 1998a). Between August 2007
and October 2008, the shoal had migrated ~300 ft landward, accompanied by ~500 ft
accretion of the outer beach in the lee of the shoal, placing it barely ~100 ft from the outer
beach at the apex of attachment. By August 2009, the shoal had attached and is now
incorporated fully into the beach zone of Kiawah Island. The shoal produced a ~900-foot
obtrusion in the mean sea-level shoreline (~0.0 ft NAVD contour) along its center of
attachment during the past year.
A principal goal of the 2006 East End Beach Restoration Project was to maintain washover
habitat within the new, barrier island-lagoon complex formed by the shoal-bypassing
events. Habitat mapping in 2009 showed that washover area has increased from ~47
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acres (pre-project, February 2006) to ~94 acres (August 2009). Washovers have allowed
the shore fronting the western lagoon to retreat landward and take on a curvature that is
closer to equilibrium (see CSE 2005). Westerly migration of the breach channel is an
indication that sand has been moving favorably to the west. Over the past year, the westerly transport of sand has increased as the recent shoal-bypass event is now in Stage 3 of
the cycle (sand transport from the attachment point to the adjacent beaches).
Another favorable change in the past year was the expansion of marsh in the western
lagoon. Over 7.5 more acres became vegetated in 2009, bringing the total marsh area in
the lagoon to 35.4 acres. As recently as 2000, the western lagoon area was exposed
oceanic subtidal habitat. The present configuration of the western lagoon, its washover
beach, breach channel, sheltered sand and mud flats, and incipient marsh have created
attractive habitat for waterfowl and estuarine organisms. Detailed bird monitoring by staff
biologists for the town of Kiawah show continued usage of the project area by piping
plovers with sightings averaging about eight individuals per month.
The next annual survey and habitat mapping is scheduled for late August 2010.
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